Who could have dreamed that the beautiful Holy Land Experience theme park in Orlando, Florida would one day belong to YOUR TBN?!

Yes, through a series of miracles too lengthy to tell here, a magnificent 25 acre replica of the land of the Bible is now a part of the Trinity Broadcasting Network family! Praise the Lord!

Those of you who have been there know it’s a wonderful Holy Land experience—but for those of you who have not, an exciting new adventure awaits you. Join me for the next few moments as I give you a little sneak peek tour.

As you enter the gates to the Old City, you’ll step into the world of the Bible as it was 2,000 years ago! For starters, you’ll see a marvelous six story replica of Solomon’s Great Temple. There’s also a recreation of Moses’ Wilderness Tabernacle tent complete with a bearded “high priest” teaching about the features and meaning of every piece of furniture—especially the Ark of the Covenant in the Holy of Holies. Explore the Qumran Caves where the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered. Walk the streets of the old Jerusalem marketplace and interact with merchants and locals dressed in period costume. Enjoy outstanding Bible based shows, musicals and other live presentations—including a Passion play with Jesus and His disciples that will make Scripture come alive! Spend time in Calvary’s Garden Tomb, where you can visit a replica of where Jesus’ body was laid to rest before His glorious resurrection. When you come away from your visit of the Holy Land Experience, you’ll feel like you’ve actually been to the Holy Land! This wonderful place is truly more than just a “theme park.” It’s a ministry dedicated to changing and affecting people’s lives. At the end of the day, you will be blessed, inspired, informed, and encouraged.

THE HOLY LAND IS YOURS!

“For the Lord hath chosen Zion; He hath desired it for His habitation. This is My rest forever; here will I dwell; for I have desired it.” Psa. 132:13

President of Oral Roberts University in Tulsa, OK Richard Roberts, and his wife Lindsey, hosted a great Praise program from TBN’s Dallas, TX studios.

Paul Jr. hosted Behind the Scenes with guest Arthur Blessitt. Since 1969, Arthur has walked around the world carrying the cross and preaching the Gospel of Jesus in 307 nations.
The Holy Land Experience is the next best thing. Of course, you know when Jesus comes we all get a free trip, but the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. A personal invitation for you to come and visit—you'll discover how we got the Bible through this fascinating learning adventure. Talk about a virtual reality experience—WOW!

P.S. The Holy Land Experience is also the future home of TBN’s Cocoa Beach/Orlando, Florida station, Channel 52. Jan and the gang will be working on all kinds of wonderful programs and specials that will be taped there. Through this acquisition, TBN will bring an integration of the power of the Bible with all of ancient Israel with a cutting edge facility that will be used for television production, dramas, musical concerts, special events, and movies. Stay tuned for more!

For information go to: www.theholylandexperience.com or call 1-866-667-2469
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TBN Presents Holy Land Experience

Visit Jerusalem in Orlando!

The Jerusalem marketplace is an adventure for all!

Explore the Great Temple Plaza

The Scriptorium houses one of the world’s finest collections of rare Bibles, scrolls and artifacts.

The Scriptorium is one of the world’s finest collections of rare Bibles, scrolls and artifacts.

The Ark of the Covenant

Discover the secrets of the Bible as it was 2,000 years ago! Your journey will take you to some of the world’s most amazing history of the Bible—miniatures of Israel in miniature; see reenactments of Jesus’ ministry, His life, death, and resurrection; and feel the power and passion of original musical productions. Your adventure in ancient Israel includes fascinating exhibits, plays, musical presentations, and MORE!

For information go to: www.theholylandexperience.com or call 1-866-424-4659

The Privileged Planet – DVD

Today, most scientists and philosophers claim that Earth is an ordinary speck of dust, without purpose or significance in a vast cosmic sea. This idea (popularized by the late astronomer, Carl Sagan) is an outgrowth of the naturalistic philosophy that has dominated science for the past 150 years. Yet, remarkable evidence—unveiled by contemporary astronomy and physics—may now tell a very different story. This fascinating documentary proves beyond reason that the earth was not a mistake, that evolution is a fallacy, and that God did orchestrate creation and ultimately manned. Earth is revealed as far more than the product of time, chance, and random processes.

Use this video as a witnessing tool and to open up conversation with unsaved friends and loved ones. It is your special love gift to you this month for your faithful support of this vital ministry.

For callers outside of the United States, please phone: +1-714-731-1000

Call TBN’s Prayer and/or Pledge Line: 1-888-731-1000 (toll free in the U.S. and Canada)

To make or renew your Praise-a-Thon pledge, or for more information about TBN please go to: www.tbn.org